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Underwater Robotics Experience Changes Student Interest in sTEm

Abstract:
This research investigates the impact a Remotely Operated Vehicle (ROV) program has on student interest in, and perception of, technology and engineering (sTEm). ROV programs embed all areas of science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) into their curriculum; however, emphasis for this research is placed on interest and perception of the “T” and “E” of STEM. Although there are many articles detailing the benefits of ROV programs, there is little empirical data documenting the impact on student interest and perception of sTEm. This research paper outlines the background of a couple ROV programs in the U.S.; specifically an ROV statewide program within a landlocked state, the methods for gathering data and findings from a sTEm survey instrument administrated to over 300 junior high aged students who participated in a five-month ROV program and near 50 students who did not. A few of the statistical significant results from the survey show students in the program score higher than those not in the program when asked to rate the following statements on a 5pt Likert agree scale: “I will probably get an engineering job later on” (p value: .019), “If there was a school club about engineering I would certainly join it” (p value: .021), and “How much do you like science?” (p value: .014). The entirety of qualitative and quantitative data is not being reported at this time, as it is currently being considered for publication in an engineering journal.

Introduction

There are concerns about the dwindling labor pool of technically trained personnel who have scientific, technical, engineering, and mathematical (STEM) skills and abilities. These areas are vital to American competitiveness in an expanding global economy and technically advancing global market. America’s STEM industries need college graduates and others proficient in STEM to meet industrial needs and progressing technological advancements 2,4,18. Regrettably, according to the National Science Board Science and Engineering Indicators, in the past five years, only 15.6 percent of bachelor’s degrees were awarded in STEM fields in America. Among other world competitors the percentage is much higher, for example China and Korea awarded 46.7 and 37.8 bachelor degrees in STEM areas 15. One of many initiatives attempting to remedy “this” involves the growth and adoption of secondary education STEM project-based learning activities, such as designing, building, and driving remotely operated vehicles (ROVs) 7,17,21.

ROVs have been used in education as early as 1992 for the purpose of applying science and engineering knowledge, tools and techniques to the understanding and use of the marine environment 12 and to increase the number of skilled technicians to work in “strategic advanced-technology fields” 16. Educational programs that have used ROVs suggest ROV-based curriculum and activities can be a tool to enhance interest and improve perception regarding technology and engineering 9,14. There is, however, limited research on the impact an ROV activity or program makes on increasing student interest and/or perception of technology and engineering. Programs such as SeaPerch 11,8, Utah Underwater Robotics 9,23, Summer Bridge Program of 2011 10, Waterbotics 7,13 and MATE 5,24 all use underwater robotics as part of STEM
Within each program, online news articles, videos, and various journal and research articles show evidence of increased student engagement and interest in STEM-related areas, in robotics efficacy and STEM learning in general. Most of the evidence from these ROV programs however, only speaks to the procedures of the activity within STEM, not to valid data from reliable instruments supporting the impact the program is making in student interest and perception of technology and engineering.

**Problem Statement**

There is limited research on the impact an ROV activity or program makes regarding student interest and perception of technology and engineering. Furthermore, there is limited research using a reliable survey instrument to investigate attitude/interest and perception of technology, specifically within the constraints of a ROV program. Through this research study, quantitative (survey instruments) and qualitative (focus group and informal interviews) methods were used to investigate the impact of an ROV program in Utah. Survey statements from the PATT-USA, a modified version of the PATT, were added to this year’s UUR (Utah Underwater Robotics) ROV survey. The purpose for this was to include questions regarding student interest and perception from a reliable survey instrument. This modified PATT-USA survey was administered to treatment (students who did participate in the 5-month program) and control (students who did not participate) groups.

**Research Question**

The research question of this project is: How does participation in a 5-month ROV experience influence 6-8th grade students’ interest in, and perception of, technology and engineering?

**Background**

There is limited literature that discusses the significance an ROV program has on student interest and perception of technology and engineering in an educational setting. Most of the literature involving the use of ROVs consists of a study or report of the curriculum and experiential design for that particular program. For example, several of the reports include the results of participants’ accomplishments, and in some cases participants’ perceptions or feelings about the program. Additionally, literature describing the instruments used for analysis of the impact the particular ROV program had on the participants’ interest is limited. Because of the limited literature related to this current study, efforts for this study were focused on pertinent literature implementing the use of ROVs as a STEM-related activity in an educational setting and primarily aimed at showing the similarities and differences of programs and practices in comparison to this study’s ROV program investigation. The largest ROV program in the U.S. is SeaPerch. It will be discussed below. Additionally, information surrounding the UUR (Utah Underwater Robotics) Competition will also be discussed. Immediately following the definition and descriptions of the two pertinent ROV programs, the topic of interest will be discussed. The purpose of including the topic of interest is to help clarify the primary research question of: How does participation in a 5-month ROV experience influence 6-8th grade students’ interest in, and perception of, technology and engineering?
Underwater ROV programs: What impact do they have on students' interest in, and perception of, sTEm?

Building robots, specifically underwater remotely operated vehicles (ROVs), is one promising and developing approach where the impact indicates an increase in sTEm interest among elementary and secondary students. The building and operating of an underwater ROV is an increasingly popular activity in sTEm education because of its capacity to implement science, technology, engineering, and mathematical principles as part of its function. In the United States there are several ROV programs offering a variety of opportunities to apply engineering-type skills and experiences that may lead to an increase in sTEm interest. The SeaPerch and Utah Underwater Robotics programs are discussed below.

SeaPerch

For the past 12 years, K-12 students involved in the SeaPerch program have built underwater ROVs and learned about basic engineering and science concepts with a marine engineering theme. The building of an underwater ROV, and applications of ROV-related engineering and science content taught through the program has been designed to meet many learning standards and outcomes according to the curriculum outline on the SeaPerch website. Standards and outcomes include: Ship and submarine design, buoyancy/displacement, propulsion, vectors, electrical waterproofing, soldering, ergonomics, depth measurement, biological sampling, attenuation of light, and moment arm. Basic physics of motion, tool safety and usage, and career possibilities are also included.

Various news articles and media publications involving the SeaPerch program describe the procedures and accomplishments of students participating in the program. One such news article written by Luci Weldon, interviews Marissa Sherrill as she describes her students’ actions during a robotics course at Warren New Tech High School in North Carolina, Weldon reports:

Students research the types of robots developed around the world and how they are used in various settings. Students’ class work involves cutting PVC pipes, using zip lines to attach the netting to the pipes for buoyancy, drilling holes to allow the vehicle to float, attaching thrusters and propellers, soldering a control panel circuit and stripping wires to connect them with the propellers.

An article on the SeaPerch website provides clear implications of positive impact on student interest in sTEm. Nothing was found that provided research-based data indicating the difference the program made in student interest toward sTEm. As illustrated by one’s student’s reflection of the SeaPerch program’s impact on his thinking, an article in Waves Magazine reported on a regional SeaPerch challenge in Maryland:

STEM influences me by showing me new ways to think and create new engineering ideas. The inventions created through STEM make engineering appealing to me for my future in deciding on college and my career path.
Additionally, an interview in the Chicago Tribune of Commander Michael Kerley, the Midwest Outreach Officer for SeaPerch, captured the primary learning outcome of the SeaPerch program:

*The reason this is so important is that we, as a nation, are losing our current generation of scientists and engineers. So the Navy is trying to build that next generation, using SeaPerch. The Navy is looking, proactively, to engage students in STEM subjects and get them excited.*

Another article reports students’ imagination being impacted by the SeaPerch program. Devin Heilman quotes one student,

>*They (ROVs) can probably reach deeper depths in the sea," Ethan said. "I've heard on the news that for some reason our land space is not as much. Maybe someday we can make, like, an underwater robot so that people can live under the water, because there is so much room under the sea. It's just something I've thought about.*

Articles such as those presented above suggest SeaPerch is having a positive impact on student interest in STEM. However, the findings are limited to qualitative self-reporting, and there is limited quantitative reports indicating evidence from data or research on the actual impact the SeaPerch program has on student interest in, and perception of, STEM.

**UUR**

The Utah Underwater Robotics (UUR) program recently finished its third consecutive year of operation. UUR was instigated because MIT graduate, Tadd Truscott, then working as a mechanical engineering professor at Brigham Young University (BYU), decided to involve the BYU community in an effort to excite young students about STEM topics. Due to Dr. Truscott’s experience with the Office of Naval Research (ONR), the UUR curriculum follows the structure of the SeaPerch program. Initially the program did not have a research agenda, however, as planning stages progressed it was decided to include a survey instrument.

For the first year of UUR, a survey instrument was developed which assessed each student’s interest and self-efficacy in STEM. The assessment was influenced by related STEM assessments, such as the STEM semantics survey and the STEM Career interest Questionnaire. The assessment asked questions regarding students understanding of STEM principles, interest in STEM topics, careers, and fields of study. According to Wright, in that first year of study, quantitative data received from the surveys did not reveal that the ROV activity had made any statistically significant impact on student interest in STEM areas. Researchers still believed, however, based on observations, and on teacher, student, and administrative feedback, that the ROV program had potential to impact student interest in STEM. Researchers acknowledged the need to further develop and improve research methods, curriculum, and associated theories. Wright reported that:

*Additionally, we intrinsically believe (based on personal beliefs and observations) that contemporary and blended STEM curriculum such as ROV (underwater technology) can effectively promote STEM interest and ability. Therefore, there is a need to develop and evaluate the curriculum and associated theories. This research effort is a start in this direction.*
The purpose of this current research is to expand, develop, and evaluate the theories identified by Wright. For example, the UUR program lacks a qualitative component investigating the impact an ROV program has on student interest in, and perception of, technology and engineering (sTEm). It is the belief of the researcher that by adding a qualitative component to the current study, it may be possible to determine statistical significance of the impact UUR has on student interest in sTEm, by triangulating data from both an improved sTEm survey and interviews and field notes. If accomplished, data and methods from this study may assist other ROV programs determine significance and improve implementation of similar STEM activities – specifically those focused on technology and engineering.

**Interest**

The purpose of this study is to investigate the question, “How does a five-month ROV curriculum and competition impact student interest in, and perception of, sTEm?” In light of the focus on interest we believed there is a need to clarify what “interest” means.

In the study titled, Igniting and Sustaining Interest Among Students Who Have Grown Cold Toward Science, Jack et al. (2014) present three characteristics of the nature of interest, which helps define interest.

- Interest is biased in disposing a person toward certain behaviors only if an object or activity of interest is present.
- Interest is dynamic in disposing the person toward seeking out additional experiences that provide continued or repeated interaction with the interest object or activity.
- The third characteristic of interest is its mediated changeableness, which is affected by the process of internalization and refers literally to the taking in of something from the outside.

Dewey (1913) Presents more detail about how such mediated changeableness of interest is indirect or transferred interest,

> We have cases of indirect, transferred, or technically speaking, mediated interest. Things indifferent or even repulsive in themselves often become of interest because of assuming relationships and connections of which we were previously unaware. Many a student, of so-called practical make-up, has found mathematical theory, once repellent, lit up by great attractiveness after studying some form of engineering in which this theory was a necessary tool. (p. 22)

An example of biased interest relating to underwater ROVs would be students learning science, engineering, and technology content embedded in the ROV curriculum without understanding how such learning is meaningfully relevant to their lives. It is only when students are able to see and understand how the learning of science, engineering and technology content embedded in the UUR curriculum is meaningfully relevant to them, that interest moves from biased to mediated interest internalized.

These literature points from Dewey and Jack et al. help clarify what is meant by interest by identifying key characteristics of interest and defining what an outcome of interest should be.
This is important to this study because in trying to measure change in student interest, without having a clear understanding of what we are looking for it, it would be difficult to make claims about change in interest.

**Research Methods**

The data was collected in three formats. The first one was through observations made at the Utah Underwater Robotics 3rd annual ROV competition held March 18, 2015. The second was based on students’ control and treatment group responses from a technology and engineering interest survey. The third came from focus group interviews with 54 elementary students who participated in the UUR ROV competition. Both data collection methods are briefly discussed below.

**Observations**

Notes and observations of over 400 students preparing and competing using their personally built ROV, were collected during the 3rd annual Utah Underwater Robotics competition, held on March 18th 2014, in Lehi Utah. The local recreation center included a 25-yard, 8-lane pool where students conducted their ROV team challenges.

A few teachers, principals, and students were semi-randomly selected (meaning, as participants arrived or seemed to have time, the researcher would engage them in a conversation. The researcher made an effort to talk with an equal number of male and female students, administrators, teachers, and parents. He did this by keeping track in his field notes). Teachers and principals were asked questions such as: What impact do you think this ROV program has on the students? Did you see a difference in student behavior or engagement in STEM related activities and or curriculum before or after engaging in the ROV related activities and curriculum? What do you think the program teaches students? What would you say is the best thing about the program?

Students were asked questions such as: What was one thing you learned from this experience? How did you build your ROV? What was the best part of your experience? Would you do this again if you had the chance? Teams were also asked questions about how prepared they felt for the competition. Questions were influenced by the overall purpose of the research: investigating how an ROV program impacts student interest in, and perception of technology and engineering.

Observations also included the reactions and comments students were having with each other during their assigned competing time-slot. Students were observed as they came into the building and swimming pool arena. Teams were observed as they waited their turn to compete. Students’, parents’ and teachers’ behavior and conversations after the competition, and their reactions during the awards ceremony were all observed and noted.

The focus group interview findings will not be reported in this paper. However, some quantitative data collected from the surveys will be reported and discussed.
Survey

A survey was administered to students in a treatment group (students who participated in the UUR—Utah Underwater Robotics—competition), and a control group (those who did not participate). Students who participated in the program were a result of their particular teacher volunteering to participate. Thus, students with and without interest in the program are included in the study’s sample. The treatment group consisted of 280 survey responses, 62% male, grade levels 3rd (10%), 6th (5%) 7th (30%) 8th (45%) and 9th (10%), and 80% Caucasian students. As administrators of the UUR we did not have control over how often the students met to work on their ROVs, nor were we able to determine how well, or what the teachers taught. Notwithstanding, participating teachers were asked to ensure their students (said treatment group) completed the modified PATT survey instrument after the associated ROV competition. Likewise, non-participating teachers were expected to ensure their students completed the survey. The control group consisted of 47 survey responses, 48% male, 6th graders from the same school as one of the treatment group’s 6th grade classes and 80% Caucasian students.

The survey was sent out to 19 participating teachers, potentially reaching 458 treatment group students. Of the potential 458 students, we received 302 student responses and after data cleaning, 280 responses were determined useable. After determining the useable data our effective response rate was 61 percent.

Findings

The analysis of the data consisted of aggregating data in JMP and performing various descriptive statistics, namely the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test and Dunn’s Method for Joint Ranking. This is a nonparametric test equivalent to the dependent t-test. It is used to compare two sets of scores that come from the same participants in a non-normal data set. Because our data resulted from a treatment and control survey, and because our data does not fit within a normal distribution, it was believed a Wilcoxon rank sums test would be the most appropriate data analysis test. To clarify, results from the modified PATT survey instrument were compared from treatment to control.

The findings reveal that student interest in engineering careers (p = 0.01) and the desire to join a school club about engineering (p = 0.01) were significantly different. Additionally, student self-efficacy in science was also significant (p = 0.0076). Table 1.1 outlines the survey question and associated data results. Note that when the p-value is less than 0.05, then the 95% confidence interval will not contain zero, suggesting that the difference between the treatment and control test results would rarely occur due to random sampling. Thus we can conclude the results of these questions are significant results and should be further investigated.

One of the qualitative pieces lending some insight into this quantitative reporting is that many teachers implementing the ROV activity within the scope of the UUR competition were science teachers (45%). There were also 30% technology teachers, and 20% elementary teachers (the 6th grade students are considered elementary students), and 5% of the teachers were part of homeschool programs. In light of the finding that student interest in science increased after
participating in this ROV activity, hands-on application type activities may be an important factor when teachers are designing science and engineering related curriculum.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Treatment - Control Comparison</th>
<th>Sum Score Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I will probably get a job in Engineering later on</td>
<td>p-value = .0105</td>
<td>37.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If there was as school club about engineering, I would certainly join it</td>
<td>p-value = .0114</td>
<td>37.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering makes everything work better</td>
<td>p-value = .0025</td>
<td>44.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering is important in life</td>
<td>p-value = .0006</td>
<td>49.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An engineer is someone who uses science to build new and useful things</td>
<td>p-value = .0407</td>
<td>28.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How good are you at science</td>
<td>p-value = .0076</td>
<td>38.61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.1: Survey Questions

Conclusions

Nationally there is a movement to promote more STEM education in K-12 and upper education. Various programs, curriculum, and activities are being implemented. Robotics has been a popular potential solution cadre, where VEX, Mindstorms, ROVs are being regularly implemented. Within the ROV literature there is a limited amount of research detailing the impact ROV related curriculum or activities are having on student interest in STEM.

The findings of this research project suggest that a competition-based curriculum involving ROV technology can make a difference increasing student interest in engineering and science. Although this project only investigated the holistic effect on the general student competitor population at the UUR event, the researchers believe that if a limited curriculum such as that connected to the UUR competition made a significant impact on student interest, that a more robust curriculum implementation with more precise curriculum learning objectives would have a larger impact on student interest and ability in STEM related subject matter. The researchers of this project suggest that educational stakeholders evaluate their current STEM curriculum and activities, investigate the impact they are having, and at a minimum incorporate more hands-on engineering activities that highlight scientific principles. The researchers of this project believe that the ROV activity described above is what contributed to the increase in student interest in engineering and science – however, they are keenly aware that perhaps the results are equally representative of simply having an engaging hands-on engineering activity that highlighted immediately applicable scientific principles. Further research should consider investigating this phenomenon.
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